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Age:
Sex:

74
Male

Weight:
Height:

Amputation Level:

180 lb.
5'10"
AK/TF

The patient is an active user. This system is most applicable for prosthetic fittings 
wherein there not adequate clearance between the end of the residual limb and 
the knee module. The RevoFit2 is used as the locking mechanism between the 
inner and outer sockets, along with an adjustable socket brim.

This is a double wall vacuum socket utilizing 5280 
Prosthetic's ZeroPuck SP vacuum system and the Click 
RevoFit2.

The socket configuration consists of an inner socket 
fabricated out of semi-flexible plastic which has been 
pulled over the ZeroPuck molding dummy and the 
positive model. The inner socket is trimmed to 2/3 the 
total limb length and a sealing sleeve has been applied 
over the inner socket. The ZeroPuck vacuum is a drop in 
vacuum system and is completely contained inside the 
inner socket. With the sleeve applied, the inner socket is 
secured to the residual limb with the ZeroPuck SP at a 
setting of 12 in/hg. The user steps into a laminated frame (fabricated over the 
inner socket and sleeve). 

The outer frame features a key in and a laminated door that is 
molded around the geometry of the ZeroPuck. As the user 
tightens the Revo dial, the panel of the socket secures the 
inner socket and ZeroPuck into position in the outer frame. 
This locks the two sockets together and eliminates any 
rotation and/or movement between the two sockets. Once 
the panel is locked into position the mechanical leverage of 
the Revo dial is directed to the lateral cut away at the brim, 
this allows the user to adjust the circumference and fit of the 
top portion of the socket.

The patient remains active and highly confident in the security of his socket.

This socket design is appropriate for transferal fittings in which the user is highly 
active, bilateral applications and in circumstances where suspension of the 
prosthesis is critical.

AK/TF with double wall vacuum socket

Solution Submitted by Clint Accini
Clint is the co-owner of 5280 Prosthetists located in 
Littleton, Colorado. 5280 was founded by Clinical 
Prosthetists seeking to solve some of the most 
frustrating issues with existing socket technology and the 
all too common problems with elevated vacuum.


